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1.0 Executive Summary 

 

Australian Meat Processing Corporation (AMPC) (and the industry) have an innovation vision, and support 

R&D program, to eliminate all Work Health and Safety (WHS) incidents from processing operations.  Where 

possible dangerous tasks will be semi or fully automated.  Where automation is not currently viable (either 

due to technology limitations or ROI), semi-automated/remote solutions will be developed that will remove 

the operator from dangerous tools and implements.  Where semi-automated solutions are not viable 

then the remaining hands-on tools will be made as safe as possible (i.e. BladeStop and Guardian).     

AMPC has created a 5 stage ‘Remote operations (operators in control rooms of off-site via gamification)’ 

roadmap (refer 2.1 ToaP image 1) to deliver the following primary goal of: at the conclusion of all 

development stages Australian beef processing facilities have operational staff undertaking scribing 

activities without being adjacent to the carcase and holding onto the scribe cutting saw; and secondary goals 

of the following: a desired achievement in these areas: (1) develop an on-line training tool for current and 

pending processor operational staff, (2) develop a public (end of Stage 2) offering that enable future possible 

employees to obtain a different understanding of processing roles within beef plants, (3) provide an 

alternative way to renumerate staff based on cutline placement accuracy and speed, (4) provide a wider pool 

of staff suitable for the task, and or, a role for light duty staff, and or, staff with less mobility and (5) evaluate if 

the task can be performed remote from site.   

This project is focused on Stage 1 development scope only (refer 2.1 ToaP image 1). The final output was to 

create a beef scribing minimum viable product (MVP) experience, with the aim of not only engaging and 

training industry members but non-industry ‘gamers’ alike to immerse themselves in and almost forget that 

they are undertaking a beef scribing activity and focus on beating both their own accuracy/time scores and 

that of others, globally, who have registered to play the game.  

 

The following 3 key high-level outputs for this stage 1 of the project was defined and used as milestone 

tracking: 

1. Develop a gaming interface for beef scribing and demonstrate the system operational to AMPC staff. 

2. Develop a ‘gamer’ option for the interface that enables competitions to be undertaken within the 

interface.  

3. Recommendations on Stage 2 developments and improvements (including potential investment 

requirements) 

 

A Wunderman Thompson ‘double diamond’ design thinking framework was applied as a project 

methodology, it covers 4 phases of human-led design (discover, define, develop, and deliver). Each phase 

was critical in informing the next and allowed Wunderman Thompson to take clear, strategic steps in the 

concepting and decision-making process.  

https://www.scottautomation.com/bladestop/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAlsv_BRDtARIsAHMGVSY0edAX5siZSZJvib7C3U231qyjP1TzdJPUWwDMHi_r37CfpXEEIP4aAg8gEALw_wcB%22%20/t%20%22_blank
https://www.guardianbandsaw.com/
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In the ‘discovery’ and ‘define’ stage, a rigorous strategic process was applied to: 1.extract all the barriers that 

may hold us back from delivering a solution to fulfil our goals and objectives; 2. explore and align on what 

interactive solutions inspire everyone to deliver our goals; and 3. Integrating and reviewing many different 

perspectives and approaches to ensure AMPC and extended stakeholders have a good mix of partners and 

solutions for testing with target audiences (refer to Appendix 8.2-8.5 for full strategic process output). 

 

At the end of the ‘define’ phase, AMPC identified ‘large touchscreens’ as the preferred and focus technology 

for Wunderman Thompson’s concept development. Beyond assessing the total project objectives, 

Wunderman Thompson created a digital experience concept criteria (refer to Appendix 8.1) based on the 

stakeholders’ perspectives and what Wunderman Thompson deemed as best practice, this was used 

throughout the project milestones to assess the concepts and User Experience (UX) and User Interface (UI) 

of the game development.  

 

In the ‘develop’ phase, the ‘Aspirational’ criteria was highlighted as requiring additional investment to meet 

the expected highly interactive gamification concept, compared to other industry gaming experiences. 

Wunderman Thompson embarked on a journey to scope, ideate and present alternative cost options to 

showcase ideas that could deliver the highest aspiration gamification options this included: slow motion and 

high resolution 8x quality Beef Carcass video capturing, live-streaming footage of carcasses on operation 

floor, premium gamification effects (responsive and integrated pop-ups and sound effects), and touchscreen 

hardware options (refer to Appendix 8.6). 

 

In the ‘deliver’ phase, the ‘Beef Scriber Game’ MVP experience for user-testing was built. A game that is 

focused on a step-by-step educational journey on beef scribing, particular cuts and gamifying the action 

through relevant scoring based on accuracy and speed. The creation of the MVP was based on a specific 

budget so designs, game logic, and integration is based on that investment level. Recommendations to 

deliver higher aspirational bells and whistle to ensure a highly interactive and polished gamification output 

required additional investment and are recommended for the next MVP iteration. The final MVP experience 

has delivered a structured and interactive game logic that pushes the user to conquer game levels from easy 

to highly complex with the time restrictions. Due to the complex nature of the Beef Scribing operation 

additional features such as hints and pop-up tips have been integrated into the game to ensure the user 

stays engaged and continues gaming and learning.  

 

The system and experience used an optimized technology stack and scalable architecture so that it runs 

efficiently; ensuring new features, improvements and enhancements can be added to the future releases 

easily and effectively. After a 3-month User Acceptance Testing (UAT) approach, multiple improvements 

were applied to ensure the experience delivered was one that would take the user on a step by step journey 

of understanding and enabled them to jump straight into the game to interact, play and engage in their own 

way.  
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In conclusion, a full gaming MVP has been developed and optimized through the testing process with by WT 

and AMPC. The next requirement is for the MVP to tested with the end-users with a mix of key audiences, 

devices, environments, and incentives. This should be done via 1:1 testing and through the analysis of the 

in-built game Content Management System (CMS) platform that tracks the human behaviour in-game.  

2.0 Introduction 

AMPC (and the industry) have an innovation vision, and support R&D program, to eliminate all WHS incidents 

from processing operations.  Where possible dangerous tasks will be semi or fully automated.  Where 

automation is not currently viable (either due to technology limitations or ROI), semi-automated/remote 

solutions will be developed that will remove the operator from dangerous tools and implements.  Where semi-

automated solutions are not viable then the remaining hands-on tools will be made as safe as possible 

(i.e. BladeStop and Guardian).     

 

Gamification was identified as a potential way to engage, educate, train and attract target audiences to the 

industry and specifically Beef Scribing. This project scope was to focus on how gamification could be used to 

create a digital experience that would deliver to set goals and objectives as detailed in this report. 

2.1 Project Description  

AMPC’s 2020-2025 Strategic Plan identifies both within the Advance Manufacturing and People and Culture 

programs that: 

i) Removing staff from dangerous operations, via Hands-Off processing (Adv. Mft.) 

ii) Carcase Primal Profitability Optimisation, via accurate processing (Adv. Mft.) 

iii) Digitisation, via acquiring product information and leveraging data insights (Adv. Mft.) 

iv) Attraction, via demonstration and developing a wide range of operations (People & Culture) 

v) Retention, via improving working conditions and making tasks exciting (People & Culture) 

vi) Development, via developing tasks that require higher skills and intellect – operational & technical 

(People & Culture) 

vii) Safety and Wellbeing, via reducing the high-risk nature of processing operations (People & Culture), 

are all foci of AMPC, and that this one innovation theme will aim to make a significant impact upon 

all seven. 

  

The key goal for this project’s innovation theme is a successful development to enable operational staff to 

undertake beef scribing without having to hold onto the beef scribing saw, plus deliver to any other goals with 

the context of the above seven (7) strategic plan touch points. 

 

 

https://www.scottautomation.com/bladestop/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAlsv_BRDtARIsAHMGVSY0edAX5siZSZJvib7C3U231qyjP1TzdJPUWwDMHi_r37CfpXEEIP4aAg8gEALw_wcB%22%20/t%20%22_blank
https://www.guardianbandsaw.com/
https://www.ampc.com.au/uploads/2020-25-Strategic-Plan.pdf
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A final ideal outcome for Stage 1 & 2 (refer to ToaP Image 1) nt is an engaging game that is compelling for 

industry and non-industry ‘gamers’ alike to immerse themselves in a beef scribing activity and focus on 

beating both their own accuracy/time scores and that of others, globally, who have registered to play the 

game. 

 

Accuracy and Time 

Although not essential for Stage 1, due to consideration of the secondary goals, emphasis has been placed 

on evaluating a successful outcome against the primary goal.  For the primary goal to be realised, timely and 

accurate cut locations need to be established for remote operations to be realised.  

  

Taking too long to undertake the cut location placement in practice will require multiple operational staff to be 

placing the cut marks on alternative carcasses.  Although this is not a deal breaker it begins to introduce 

additional labour costs (OPEX) and interface costs (CAPEX) to the solution. It is expected that an initial 

target of placing five cut lines on a carcase within 20 seconds is a viable industry average processing speed 

target for stage 1. 

  

Placing the cut lines in the wrong location can have disastrous results of obtaining maximum possible value 

from the carcase.  It is excepted, but still to be refined, that an accuracy of +/- 10 mm would be consistently 

more accurate than current operational staff. Hence any interface developed must enable a ‘gamer’ to place 

a cut line with this level of accuracy. 

 

Innovation Competition 

AMPC is anticipating operating an innovation competition with this (and other) innovation themes.  Following 

a widely practiced approach of other innovation investors (such as DARPA), AMPC where possible will 

support several providers with unique approaches during Stage 1 (and 2).   

  

Development Path (and adoption / path to market) 

To provide guidance in the AMPC proposed stages of development for this area of innovation, AMPC has 

developed the following Theme on a Page (ToaP) (refer to image 1) for the total project overview.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.darpa.mil/
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Image 1: Theme on a Page (ToaP) 

 

 

Additional information can be found at these two links: 

1. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gamification-increase-meat-processing-efficiency-attract-

starling/?trackingId=%2FQXJ%2Fsk%2BS9%2BnaJYtkjt5Fw%3D%3D 

2. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gamification-increase-meat-processing-efficiency-attract-starling-

1c/?trackingId=2hsUl%2F1yRiePVkdO9ETomA%3D%3D 

2.2 Purpose & Focus 

This project focuses on further developing solutions, and approaches, for semi-automated / remote solutions, 

with the first task being evaluated that of beef scribing.  The Innovation Theme on a Page  (see above in 2.1, 

Image 1) was developed for this program of work and shows both the proposed development stages of the 

area as well as implementing an innovation competition where more than one provider may be supported in 

the early stages to evaluate different approaches to the primary goal and secondary goals of Remote 

Operations via Gamification.     

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gamification-increase-meat-processing-efficiency-attract-starling/?trackingId=%2FQXJ%2Fsk%2BS9%2BnaJYtkjt5Fw%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gamification-increase-meat-processing-efficiency-attract-starling/?trackingId=%2FQXJ%2Fsk%2BS9%2BnaJYtkjt5Fw%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gamification-increase-meat-processing-efficiency-attract-starling-1c/?trackingId=2hsUl%2F1yRiePVkdO9ETomA%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gamification-increase-meat-processing-efficiency-attract-starling-1c/?trackingId=2hsUl%2F1yRiePVkdO9ETomA%3D%3D
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3.0 Project Objectives 

3.1 Primary Goal 

At the conclusion of all development stages Australian beef processing facilities have operational staff 

undertaking scribing activities without being adjacent to the carcase and holding onto the scribe cutting 

saw.  Ideally operators are based in a control room.   

 3.2 Secondary Goals 

Other focus areas for desired achievement include: (1) develop an on-line training tool for current and 

pending processor operational staff, (2) develop a public (end of Stage 2) offering that enable future possible 

employees to obtain a different understanding of processing roles within beef plants, (3) provide an 

alternative way to renumerate staff based on cutline placement accuracy and speed, (4) provide a wider pool 

of staff suitable for the task, and or, a role for light duty staff, and or, staff with less mobility and (5) evaluate if 

the task can be performed remote from site.   

To evaluate the current offering of exo-skeleton solution and ascertain: 

1. Develop a gaming interface for beef scribing and demonstrate the system operational to AMPC 

staff. 

2. Develop a ‘gamer’ option for the interface in Objective 1 that enables competitions to be undertaken 

within the interface.  

3. Recommendations on Stage 2 developments, budget, third party inputs, expected interface using 

resulting accuracy and carcase marking cycle times. 

4.0 Methodology 

At Wunderman Thompson we utilise a ‘double diamond’ design thinking framework which covers 4 phases 

of human-led design (discover, define, develop, and deliver). Each phase is critical in informing the next 

and allows us to take clear, strategic steps in our concepting and decision making process. It draws on an 

array of proven tools and methodologies to achieve the best outcome for each project we undertake – our 

methods and tools have been honed across thousands of experience transformation projects globally. 

  

For AMPC, the double diamond framework allowed us to dive deeper to uncover the needs, barriers and 

considerations of the operators and industry businesses. This all helps to inform and create a seamless and 

compelling online game experience that will ensure to train, engage and enable beef scribing. 
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DISCOVER 

  

Aim 

• To gain an understanding of the beef scribing process, its operators, industry and the problems and 

challenges we need to solve for. 

 

Activities 

• Stakeholder kick-off 

• Immersion + Understanding: 

o review all relevant AMPC documents including: research, reports, strategy documents, 

previous R&D work, etc 

o conduct stakeholder and relevant audience Q&A/interview sessions 

o Network, desktop, case study and industry analysis 

o Target audience segment understanding (current and potential employees) 

 

Outcome 

• Documentation of key audience insights (operators, recruits etc), findings and initial uncovered 

implications for processors, industry and recruitment/HR. 

• Go/No decision will be founded on whether there is adequate intelligence and data to inform a 

successful define stage. 

  

DEFINE 

  

Aim 
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• Leverage key insights from phase one to identify strategic areas of opportunity that will define our 

focus for our remote operations gamification concept exploration. 

 

Activities 

• Synthesising  the information from Discovery into problem or opportunity statements. Focus on 

ensuring all the knowledge we gained in the previous phase is distilled into actionable insights. 

• Insights and gamification/ideation strategy creation 

• Technology exploration / analysis and recommendations 

• Key stakeholder alignment session (if required) 

• CX/UX/UI journey mapping 

  

Outcome 

• Documentation and creation of strategies, approaches, technologies, journeys and rationale based 

on operational processes and target recruits insights gathered in phase 1: Discovery. 

• Go/No decision will be based on strength of strategic solutions, confidence in intelligence gained to 

commence concept exploration and likely user impact. 

  

DEVELOP 

  

Aim 

• To create as many ideas as possible to enable out-of-the-box thinking that will deliver to our 

primary overarching goal and relevant project objectives 

• Develop a low fidelity prototype to review, test + learn approach and align on to move into creation 

of MVP 

  

Activities 

• Take the problem or opportunity statements from the Define phase and ideate on potential solutions 

for the problem. 

• Ideation workshop (review of 2-3 high level concepts with key stakeholders) 

• Grouping and refining of concept ideas 

• Creation of low-fidelity prototypes to test 

• Tech feasibility and business value prioritisation 

• Define the experience and key user flows of product 

• Define the visual language and identity, and any relevant comms 

 

Outcomes 

• Concept and prototype preferred engagement/training tool based on learnings from above activities 

• Go/No decision will be based on feedback from prototype testing, qualitative feedback on UX and 

quantitative data on accuracy and efficacy. 
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DELIVER 

  

Aim 

• Creation and ready to launch MVP (Most Viable Product) based on low fidelity prototype created in 

DEVELOP phase for user-testing 

 

Activities 

• Revise and finalise the experience and key user flows of product 

• Revise and finalise the visual language and identity, and any relevant comms 

• Constant testing and learning with key stakeholders (ideally users, however, this was not possible) 

to make sure that the solution we develop is still the best and most effective one. 

  

Outcomes 

• A launched and tested Most Viable Product (MVP) game 

• Documentation of learnings from skateholder testing, recommendations on future versions updates 

and approach for user-testing launch; Includes completion of required AMPC milestone reporting 

• Go/No decision based on user feedback, ease of implementation, operating feedback. 

 

5.0 Project Outcomes  

5.1 Beef Scriber MVP Considerations applied to deliver experience 

 

- MVP / digital activation development focus is to be executed on large touch-screen hardware with 

optimal resolution (as selected by AMPC) to create as close to reality experience of interacting with a 

beef carcass as possible. 

- The digital activation must be able to be installed at various plant locations and after initial installation 

present as a “plug and play’ experience, with minimal steps to perform a reset, and simple 

troubleshooting instructions. 

- After initial installation the activation must be able to perform the core functionality on a local computer 

without a total reliance on internet connection. Internet connection is still required for user profile storage 

and retrieval, leader board display, to refresh content and update software. 

- We believe a solution built with open-source web application technologies also provides for a plain path 

for continuous refinement, testing, learning and optimisation. Additionally, this allows for a secondary 

audience to experience the game using consumer hardware such as iPad, touchscreen laptops and 

desktops with a mouse (which due to Covid grew in importance). 

Commented [JT1]: State what MVP is furtherup in the 

document  

Commented [JT2]:  

Commented [JT3]: What are these?  

Commented [GB4]: @Joe Guario Does it make sense to 

introduce this here? 

Commented [JG5R4]: @Georgia  

Sure, I’ll reword a little 

mailto:joe.guario@wundermanthompson.com
mailto:georgia.bruton@wundermanthompson.com
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5.2 Beef Scriber MVP Game Built 

Interface data set 

The interface has been developed using a set of 20 two-dimensional beef side images taken from a 

processing plant and created into a moving series on the operation line. 

  

User interface (main interaction) 

An introduction and tutorial level has been introduced for training and education on the specific cuts, 

accuracy, and timing requirements and how to interact with the game (See Image 1 and 2 for references). 

The focus of the introduction and training tutorial level interface is to enable an operator to practice ‘placing 

the scribe lines’ on different carcase images, and the system highlight how accurate each scribe location 

was (based on the AMPC marked up carcase scribe locations). 

 

 

Images 1: Introduction interface examples below: 

     

 

Images 2: Tutorial interface examples below: 
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Gaming Mode  

The gaming component was introduced to motivate and inspire users to return to play rover and over again, 

whilst also giving us a way to track and document results of the varying individuals. The levels go from 

beginner to intermediate to professional, the game complexity increases through the variation in carcasses, 

the accuracy of the start and end points, plus a time limit is added. 

 

On the assumption that all carcases were marked within the time period and within +/- 5-15mm, then the 

‘gamer’ will progress to the next round, where a time limit is applied.  The next round requires the gamer will 

be required to accurately scribe all 4 cuts with a total of 20 seconds between carcasses, and they keep 

going until they get more than one cut wrong where they will then need to start from the start again, they will 

not proceed through to the next level until they accurately scribe within the time limit set.  

 

All results of individual scores are recorded in a leader board that has a geographical, individual (site) and 

company view (See Image 3). This leader board has been designed to be future proofed for a local leader 

board per location and the ability to enable global. 

 

Image 3: Leader board  

 

 

Detailed ‘In game’ step by step instructions on how to play (see images 2 for screens): 

Accurately scribe 4 key cuts across varying beef carcasses, and as you progress through the levels 

complete this within the time limit set. Testing your accuracy and speed! 

 

Across all levels you will be introduced to 4 different cut types (Brisket 1643 Cut 1, Brisket 1643 Cut 2, Ribs 

Prepared 1601 and Striploin 2140). For each cut you will need to accurately select the cut’s start and end 

point and then scribe away! 

 

If you have selected the cut’s start and end point correctly, you will win a score. The more accurate you are, 

the higher the score you will obtain on each carcass. 

 

As you progress through the game levels, the game complexity gets harder, plus a time limit is added, so 

make sure you quickly learn how to judge and make that cut. 
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Accuracy and Time Stage 1 target KPIs à Place 4 cut lines on a side of beef within 20 seconds to a +/- 

10mm accuracy. 

 

Hint / Tip: If you get stuck. Turn on hints 

Once you’re playing, you will see the ‘lightbulb’ hint button. 

 

When you tap this button green circles will appear to direct you on the start and end cut points. Make sure 

you tap as close to the centre of the circles as possible. 

 

Best to not use the hints too much because they will reduce your score each time….so use it sparingly and 

have fun. 

Gaming experience functionality and link 

The Front-end development team built the HTML (Java Script and CSS) to ensure the UX and Interaction 

designs were applicable for all users across multiple devices (NB: due to the development process being 

conducted during Covid lockdown periods, testing of MVP on large touchscreens was not possible, 

therefore, functionality was redesigned to enable multiple devices enabling greater future applications). MVP 

was built using Web application technologies to full-screen run on a “technically” modern web browser. The 

use of HTML and JavaScript frameworks enabled us to deliver an optimised user interface, animation, 

gaming logic and special effects, and an open-source scripting language and database for content, profile 

and game management. 

All visual components developed for the platform are modular, reusable, and flexible enough to make them 

efficient to maintain and extend.  

All technology platforms chosen, and hosting solutions implemented were recommended due to their 

security nature along with the features provided.  

Coding was managed by the Git distributed version control system to increase traceability, clarity, and 

access control, which allowed Developers to collaborate, and ensure when needed to be able to roll back 

any defective sections without having a knock-on effect. 

MVP has a built-in CMS to report on user statistics, after a period of multiple user interactions, detailed 

reports can be exported for overarching and optimisation analysis. 

The Libraries used: ElectronJS and React 

In addition to the above elements, these considerations were factored in the development and functionality: 

o Hardware specifications need to align closely with the content requirements. It must allow for high-

definition graphics, animation and visual effects and fluid game interaction.  

o Hardware specifications need to align with plant office environments, be easy to install and 

dismantle, transportable and simple to turn-on.  
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Staging link experience of final MVP experience is: https://beef-scriber.vercel.app/#/  

For all user testing and/or using the experience please following the game steps and instructions. It is not 

compulsory to create a login however we recommend that users do to ensure tracking is activate for future 

optimisations. 

Hosting is current set within https://sheet.best/, this subscription has been set up on the free level. Once 

the finalisation of the next testing phase is complete, we will need to supply further details and update the 

hosting option.  

Refer to Appendix 8.7 for the full gaming interface screens of game and 8.8 for key game kick-off 

instructions. 

Quality Assurance Testing 

Testing of all delivered work has been completed in this phase with multiple-stage process. Internal checks 

within the Wunderman Thompson team to validate code quality, maintainability, and efficiency. This also 

ensured all functional goals are met as defined in previous phases.  

Project goal Assessment 

From the additional project goals (see section 3.2) the short-term was achieved, however, as highlighted the 

medium and long-term goals require thorough user-testing and this testing needs to be a combination of 1:1 

and group testing with a researcher viewing the user desirability, viability, and overarching integration. 

Testing an MVP requires testing with actual users before finalising full recommendations for future US/UI 

and build enhancements. 

Improvements 

The Agile method cycle of release and test allowed Wunderman Thompson and AMPC teams to discover 

key areas of improvements in the optimisation of UX which led to the main objective of the gaming 

experience of ensuring users to want to engage, play and interact with the game.  

During the UAT game development phase, Wunderman Thompson created a backlog list of improvements 

recommendations to consider in future releases. Refer to Appendix 8.9 for full list of backlog improvements 

based on this first internal stakeholder testing period.  

6.0 Discussion 

Large touch-screen technology was the focus for this MVP, however, due to Covid the practicality of installing 

the large screens into multiple processing plants for testing was stalled. Therefore, the MVP experience 

expanded to include functionality for multiple devices, however, with the same content, logic, and assets. 

https://beef-scriber.vercel.app/#/
https://sheet.best/
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Thus, if we were to start this process from the beginning again WT would recommend variations in the UX/UI 

and assets to deliver to an optimal mobile / desktop first experience. 

 

Incentives / rewards for the leader board, we recommend including this as part of the launch program. The 

approach can vary across plants and need to be communicated across the plant to motivate initial 

participation. 

 

Multiple languages or sub-titles for translation, due to the many cultures and backgrounds in the industry 

translation options should consider and factored into the next development. 

 

7.0 Conclusions / Recommendations 

7.1 User-testing and future MVP optimisations 

The game has been built in a way that can easily be enhanced, adapted, and tested. Once the game is 

tested with further end-users it is recommended to implement further improvements to a future MVP release 

that will enhance the gamification aspect (i.e, audio and further visual) and evolution of the game levels to 

include more product-specs and/or extend through to other roles/operations i.e. Sheep Trimming.  

To date the User Assurance Testing approach has only been conducted with AMPC and Wunderman 

Thompson stakeholders which has led to multiple MVP improvements being applied already. The key next 

step in this MVP development and optimisation is conducting end user-testing across multiple processing 

plants (with JBS looking to be the first partner to activate this), and with relevant industry event 

participants. Wunderman Thompson recommend the following testing techniques and approaches to be 

conducted, recorded, and analysed for full future MVP optimisation understanding: 

1. Application of the large Touchscreen in processing plant high-traffic locations (this is to test the 

experience as it was intended with a focus on the interaction with the realistic carcass size and in a 

social environment); 

2. Leader board formalised with the application and communications of incentives (i.e. company leader 

board with corresponding prizes for winners during particular timeframes); 

3. Multiple device testing (the goal of this is to understand the variation of the experience interaction with 

touchscreen versus mouse and the impact of the removal of the realistic size of the carcass); 

4. Multiple and structured user-testing analysis. We recommend a formalised UAT testing process with 

multiple ‘Beef Scribing’ expertise levels and varied audience profiles. This is to understand and analyse 

the varying results, with the goal to identify what enhancements are required to deliver an experience 

that meets both our key primary and secondary goals.  
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5. Analysis of the in-game integration based on profiles created. MVP has a built-in CMS to report on user 

statistics, after a period of multiple user interactions we can look at running analysis reports that looks to 

understand how often users come back to use the experience, does their skills improve due to engaging 

with the experience, does their knowledge of beef scribing change, are they more inspired to work in 

beef scribing or other areas of the business and so forth. All of this data can be used to inform the next 

phase of the project plus assist us in recommending what the next iteration of the MVP should be. 

6. Full testing analysis reporting, we recommend that all the above method outputs and results are 

combined to develop an overarching analysis report for next release optimisation strategy and 

development plan.  

 

Additional future iterations inclusions:  

1. Content capture in 4k displays with capacitive touch, with a backed high-end gaming server to 

handle the graphics, all to create an ideal gameplay that is fluid and smooth as precision of the cut is 

essential.  

2. WT suggest UAT on the actual hardware and pre-configuring it prior to delivery with a large 

proportion of user-testing, making for a much smoother and easier installation.   

3. WT recommend each local computer is explicitly built with the game play requirements as the 

benchmark.  

4. WT suggest a 4G/5G Wi-Fi modem router (with pre-paid sim) attached to each installation.  

5. Touchscreen functionality and experience was the priority for development and experience 

purchases. Web application was also enabled to function as intended on portable tablet devices and 

desktop screens using touchscreen, mouse and cursor input. However, this secondary device focus 

can be optimised further and should be in the next iteration. 

6. Multiple language versions and/or subtitle translation options need to be considered. 

7.2 Ongoing and Testing Support 

A tailored support program and proposal will be formulated once specific requirements are confirmed and 

requested by AMPC team. This program will look to include digital support, infrastructure, testing analysis, 

management, and optimisation recommendations.  

 

Commented [GB6]: @Joe Guario I think we need to update 

this to be a few options i.e. full large touchscreen experience 

with the commentary as feature ed here; then hardware of the 

masses i.e. any touchscreen excluding mobile maybe??  

Commented [JG7R6]: @Georgia ok 

mailto:joe.guario@wundermanthompson.com
mailto:georgia.bruton@wundermanthompson.com
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8.0 Appendices 

8.1 Stage 1 Concept Criteria (to assess and select idea for next phase) 
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8.2 Discovery & Define Strategic Journey Summary Outputs 
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8.3 Implementing Gamified Learning Through Experiences 
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8.4 Interactive Technology Experience Solutions Exploration 
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8.5 The Creative Brief 
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8.6 Hardware review and options 
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8.7 Full Game Interface Screens 

As of 28/2/2022 

Figma Link  

 

https://www.figma.com/file/vbK9nDCo5vIdUU6qpHlI1z/AMEAWN0004---AMPC-Application-Design?node-id=916%3A39798
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8.8 In-game Instructions and Tutorial details 

 

Introduction interface examples below: 

     

Tutorial interface examples below: 
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8.9 Backlog of Improvements 

 

 


